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Governors
State
University

THE PRESIDENT's OFFICE
UNIVERSITY PAU, IL 60466.097S

May 24, 1996

Dear Conference Participants:
It is with great pleasure that I learned that the Second Annual Student Research
Conference at Governors State University was to be dedicated to the memory of Wayne
Hamilton. Wayne, I know, was enormously excited about this symposium last year. It
embodied all that he believed in-creating the connection between learning and research in
a context that was thoughtful and meaningful for the entire university community. Also,.
to have it scheduled so close to Wayne's birthday personalizes and reinforces the
connection.
We are fortunate at Governors State to have both faculty and students who respect the
significance of research and so abJy contribute to the development of new knowledge and
its analysis. To present research is in some way a fundamentally selfless act of learning.
By dint of one's efforts to uncover new knowledge, one is able to share with the broader
community the benefits of that knowledge. We are grateful to all who so selflessly have
chosen to do that, and we congratulate the faculty with whom they are working to make
this effort successful.
Best of luck to all of you in the presentations which you make today, in the questioning
which you will enter into among yourselves and also to your future success in the chosen
field of your next endeavor. We look forward to hearing of your many accomplishments.
Sincerely yours,

Paula Wolff
President
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A MESSAGE FROM THE CONFERENCE STEERING COMMITTEE

The steering committee is pleased to announce the 2nd Annual GSU Student Research
Conference to be held on May 24, 1996. The first conference, an all-day event., was a
success with participation of 24 students and fifteen faculty sponsors. GSU students
presented results of their research work in fifteen podium presentations and three poster
presentations. Several other students, faculty members, and administrators, including
President Paula Wolff, were also present at the conference to encourage our students. Dr.
J.D. Trout, Associate Professor of Philosophy at Loyola University, delivered a
stimulating talk on integrative knowledge and naturalistic research in philosophy.
When planning this conference, the committee had several objectives:
1.

To provide students an opportunity to present their research work before an
audience of their peers, and to use the comments they receive to improve
presentations made at professional conferences.

2.

To provide a forum to highlight research accomplishments at GSU, and honor
students presenting their research work.

3.

To generate enthusiasm among student body in general, and encourage them to
pursue research and other scholarly activities.

4.

To enhance communications in the area of research among the four colleges at
GSU. The interactions may also lead to collaborative work among students and
faculty of different colleges.

5.

To enhance the image of GSU in the area of teaching, as research is considered
integral part of teaching at the university level. In the long run larger number of
students attracted toward research would enroll at GSU to pursue higher education.

The committee hopes that this second conference will fmnly lead to a continuous series of
student research conferences. Enjoy the conference and share the excitement of fruits of
research.
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The Student Research Conference Steering Committee is happy to announce that the key
note speaker for the lunch will be:

Dr. John B. Ketterson
Professor of Physics
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL
who will present a talk titled
"SUPERFLUIDITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY"
Dr. John B. Ketterson was born on October 2, 1934 in Orange, New Jersey. He graduated
from Columbia High School in South Orange in 1953. After attending Thornton Junior
College in Harvey, lllinois, where he received an AS (associate in science) degree in 1955,
he transferred to the University of Chicago where he received his SB (1957), SM (1959),
and Ph.D. (1962) degrees: his thesis was on "de Haas Alphen Oscillation in Antimony."
He then worked from 1962 to 1974 in the Solid State Science and Material Science
Divisions of Argonne National Laboratory as an associate physicist, physicist, senior
physicist, and associate division director. He joined the faculty of Northwestern University
as a professor of physics in 1974, and was chair of the department from 1986 to 1991. He
was named to the Fayerweather chair of physics in 1992; simultaneously he received a joint
appointment in the department of electrical engineering and computer science.

Dr. Ketterson has broad interests in the areas of condensed matter physics and materials
science. These interests include electronic structure of metals, ultrasonics, liquid and solid
3He, 4He, and 3He-4He solutions; high and low temperature conductivity; nonlinear optics;
device physics; liquid crystals and organic mono/multi layers; artificial metallic
superlattices; heavy fermion materials, and fullerenes. He has five patents, and has
published over 400 refereed papers in various technical journals. He has edited two books,
and is presently finishing a book on superconductivity.
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SUPERFLUIDITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
Dr. John B. Ketterson
Professor of Physics
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL
ABSTRACT

Most systems that do not solidify become superfluids. Such systems include liquid helium
(which has two isotopes, 3He and 4He), electrons in metals, and the neutron fluid in a
neutron star. The particles making up the liquids in these cases are of two types: Fermions
(which have 1/2 unit of angular momentum) and Bosons (which have 1 unit of angular
momentum). Superfluidity is caused by the phenomena of Bose Condensation.
Superfluidity in Fermions results from pairing of Fermions to loosely form Bosons.
Mter some general remarks on the nature of superfluids, a number of phenomena and
various applications will be discussed.

r
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PROGRAM SUMMARY
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Engbretson Hall:
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8:30- 9:00 A.M.

Conference Registration

9:00 - 9:20 A.M.

Welcome and Introduction

9:20 - 10:20 A.M.

Podium Presentations (3)

10:20- 10:40 A.M.

Refreshment Break

10:40- 12:00 Noon

Podium Presentations (4)

Hall ol Honors:
12:00 Noon- 12:45 P.M.

Lunch

12:45 P.M. - 1:30 P.M.

Keynote Speaker, Dr. John Ketterson

1:30 P.M.-2:00P.M.

Mixer and Poster Presentations

~
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Engbretson Hall:
~

2:00 P.M. - 3:20 P.M.

Podium Presentations (4)

3:20 P.M. - 3:40 P.M.

Refreshment Break

3:40 P.M. - 5:00 P.M.

Podium Presentations (4)

5:00 P.M. - 5:05 P.M.

Concluding Remarks
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2nd Annual GSU
Student Research Conference
Friday, May 24, 1996

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Conference Registration
Hall of Governors

8:30A.M.

Program Commencement

Engbretson Hall

Welcome and Introduction:
Dr. Shelly Kumar
Division of Science
College of Arts and Sciences

9:00A.M.

Greetings:
Dr. Jane Wells
Associate Provost

Podium Presentations

Engbretson Hall

Session I Moderator:
Dr. Akkanad Isaac
Division of Management, Marketing, and Public
Administration
College of Business and Public Administration
9:20A.M.

~~PUBLIC POLICY AND PUBLIC BEHAVIOR: INDIVIDUAL
BEHAVIORAL RESPONSES TO PUBLIC POLICY, HOW
SIGNIFICANT THEY ARE TO NATIONAL ECONOMIC
BEHAVIOR", Michael R. Donahue, Public Administration, CBPA.

9:40A.M.

CHRISTO AND JEANNE CLAUDE: WRAPPED REICHTAG-A
RITUAL", Lydia Giuliano, Art History and Studio Arts, CAS.

10:00 A.M.

"DISCONTINUED READING RECOVERY STUDENTS AS PEER
TUTORS DURING PAIRED READING", Michele L. Hammond
Morris, Reading, CE.

10:20 A.M.

Refreshment Break

11

Session II Moderator:

r"
I

Dr. Frances Kostarelos
Division of Liberal Arts
College of Arts and Sciences
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10:40 A.M.

"THE INTERNET AS AN EFFECTIVE MEDIA FOR DISTANCE
EDUCATION", John W. Klasey, Board of Governors Degree
Program, BOG.
·

11:00 A.M.

"LOCAL TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR
GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY", J. Del.,aurentiis, Public
Administration, CBPA.

11:20 A.M.

"THE EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE POLITICAL ADVERTISING",
Maura Kownacki, Media Communications, CAS.

11:40 A.M.

"OBJECT-ORIENTED CONCEP11JAL MODELING, ANALYSIS,
AND DESIGN: ON-LINE HOME BANKING OPTION", .B.Clb.
Follenweider. Manuela Wei, and Soon-Ok Park, Computer Science,
CAS.

Conference Lunch

Hall of Honors

12:00 P.M.

Lunch

12:45 P.M.

Greetings and Introduction of Speaker:
Dr. Paula Wolff
President
Keynote Speaker

Dr. John B. Ketterson
Professor of Physics
Northwestern University
Evanston, IL
Speaking on
"SUPERFLUIDITY AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY"

Mixer and Poster Presentations
1:30 P.M.

Hall of Honors

"PHOTOOXYGENATION INDUCED PROTEIN CROSSLINKING", Walter A. Henne, Shailendra Kumar, Biology, CAS.
"IMAGES OF WOMEN IN ADVERTISING", Uma Panditi,
Communication Studies, CAS.
"HOW DOES A UNIVERSITY BUSINESS AND FINANCE
DIVISION MAINTAIN TilE SAME LEVEL OF PRODUCTIVITY
WHILE ENGAGING IN REENGINEERING?", Connie D. Walsh,
Public Administration, CBPA.

r'"
I

i

"ATTITUDES TOWARD AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AMONG
BLACKS", Sharon L. Dunn, Political and Justice Studies, CAS.
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"BYZANTINE ICONs-THE THEORY OF THE HOLY VIRGIN,
MARY", William Kazak, Art History, CAS.

Podium Presentations

Engbretson Hall

Session III Moder&tor:
Dr. Carolyn Fraser
Division of Nursing and Health Sciences
College of Health Professions

~

2:00P.M.

"A DISCUSSION OF BETYE SAAR'S RITUALISTIC ALTAR,
MTr', Ruth Crn.kovich, Art History, CAS.

2:20P.M.

"COMPUTER GENERATED MOTION GRAPHICS
PRESENTATION FOR USE IN CREATIVE COMMUNICATION",
Terry Mustoe and Catherine Lewis, Photography, Electronic Imaging,
and Animation, CAS.

2:40P.M.

"DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERACTIVE AND NON-INSTRUCTOR
MEDIATED EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION DELIVERY
SYSTEMS: WITH CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THEIR
APPLICATIONS. METHODOLOGY VS. TECHNOLOGY: IS
THERE REALLY A CONFLICT?", Clement A. Lessner UI, Media
Communications, CAS.

3:00P.M.

"SAFETY BELTS: PRIVATELY A LAW, PUBLICLY IGNORED?
WHY ARENT SEAT BELTS MANDATORY IN SCHOOL
BUSES?", Deborah D. Michalski, Social Sciences, CAS.

3:20P.M.

Refreshment Break

fi'!!l'l

Session IV Moderator:
Dr. Linda Buyer
Division of Psychology and Counseling
College of Education

tm1ll
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3:40P.M.

"AN EXAMINATION OF CHICAGO'S EMPOWERME~T ZONE",
Brian McGinnis, Public Administration, CBPA.

4:00P.M.

"APPROACHING HOMELESSNESS AS A CIVIL TIGHTS
PROBLEM", Frank T. Scru&&s, Political Studies, CAS.

4:20P.M.

"INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN ROCK MUSIC: BRIAN
JONES AND THE ROLLING STONES", Scott E. Lipinski, Social
Sciences, CAS.

4:40P.M.

"AN !N1RODUCTIONTO POWER DATA: lHE ULTIMATE
MARTIAL ARTS DATABASE", Benjamin L. Peacock, Computer
Science, CAS.

5:00P.M.

Concluding Remarks
Dr. Shelly Kumar
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ABSTRACTS OF PAPERS

Abstracts are produced by permission of the authors, and are not to be construed as
publications. Pennission to reproduce, quote, or cite any data contained herein may be granted
only by application to the individual authors. Distribution is limited to the registrants at the 2nd
Annual GSU Student Research Conference and to the GSU faculty and administration for
personal use only.

Governors State University
University Park, lllinois
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PUBLIC POLICY AND PUBLIC BEHAVIOR:
Individual behavioral responses to public policy.
How significant are they to national econotnic performance.
Formerly: Public Finance and Public Behavior

Michael R. Donahue
Public Administration
College of Business and Public Administration

ABSTRACT
There is a growing body of thought that challenges the belief that federal
governments, through changes in economic policy, can substantially control
their economies. It is a newer behavioral understanding of how governments
often have an indirect and even inverse effect on their economy, individuals
within it, and eventually the public finance tax dollars it wishes to collect. Like a
football punter on a very windy day, this new thinking helps explain why the
economic ball often lands far from where it was intended by policy makers, and
sometimes even gets blown back over their heads. Academic fields including,
economics, consumer behavior, psychology and political science, are coming
together interdisciplinarily in this relatively new field, often called 'economic
psychology' or 'behavioral economics.'
This research project began by investigating the above line of thinking, as
its literature is gaining in quantity and prominence-including Nobel Prizes. The
analytic portion investigated one of the major failings of economic policy in
recent times: when the economic ball indeed flew back over our heads in the
1990 economic recession.
Utilizing behavioral economic data from the University of Michigan,
Survey Research Center, and The Conference Board, the research analyzed
month by month the situation leading up to the 1990 recession,juxtapositioning
it against official measures of national productivity and the news reporting the
public was receiving, evaluating proximate causes. The analysis supported the
interdisciplinary approach, that in this case changes in economic policy did
indeed backfire, substantially inducing the losses in individual, business, and
government incomes which resulted.

r
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CHRISTO AND JEANNE CLAUDE: WRAPPED REICHSTAG • A RITUAL

Lydia Giuliano
Art History and Studio Arts
Governors State University

In the summer of 1995, more than five million people visited Berlin,
Gennany, to participate in Christo's and Jeanne-Claude's Wrapped Reichstag. This
gigantic art project required twenty-four years of planning, negotiation, and waiting.
It also required the acceptance and involvement of the German public in the art
process. Without a receptive and maybe captive public, Christo and Jeanne-Oaude
could not have exhibited the Wrapped Reichstag. In order to capture the interest
and the imagination of the German people, Christo and Jeanne-Claude created a
ritual, the Wrapped Reichstag. This paper/presentation explains the interrelationship
between art, ritual, and the Wrapped Reichstag.
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DISCONTINUED READING RECOVERY STUDENTS
AS PEER TUTORS DURING PAIRED READING
Michele L. Hammond Morris
Reading, College of Education

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to examine what strategies discontinued Reading
Recovery students use when they attempt to help their peers during paired reading.
The study focused on whether the discontinued students could verbally prompt a
below-average classmate to use the same strategies that they use when they
problem solve during reading. Subjects were four first-grade students from a
suburban elementary school. Two discontinued Reading Recovery students were
paired with below-average peers. Each pair participated in eight paired-reading
sessions. The results of the study revealed that the discontinued Reading Recovery
students were able to prompt their partners to use several strategies and cues. The
study also revealed that they were able to prompt their partners to use the same
strategies that they use when they solve problems during reading. Further research
in this area is recommended to help generalize the results of this study.

r
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THE INTERNET AS AN EFFECTIVE MEDIUM FOR DISTANCE EDUCATION

John W. Klasey
Board of Governors Degree Program
ABSTRACT

~
I

The primary focus of the paper is on the Internet and its present and potential uses as a
tool for distance educators. The capability of the Internet to provide either synchronous
(real-time) or asynchronous (time-independent) communication is examined and related to
specific distance education activities. Particular attention is given to one of the most
rapidly expanding asynchronous technologies, the World Wide Web. Finally, the paper
examines two of the most pressing concerns arising from the rapid adoption of the
Internet as a distance education delivery medium: the cost and availability of access, and
the human factors (such as the need for a different "mindset" by both instructor and
student) involved in its use. The essential conclusion drawn is that the Internet's
demonstrated success in educational uses and its potential for development of even more
effective distance education applications far outweigh the cost of implementation and the
need for development of new user attitudes.

~
I
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LOCAL TRANSPORTATION DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR GOVERNORS
STATE UNIVERSITY

J. DeLaurentiis

Master of Public Administration, College of Business and Public Administration
ABSTRACT
Recent Illinois State Board of Higher Education reports placed GSU among the top state
run universities for student enrollment increases. In addition~ most of the communities
comprising the Governors State University market area have expanded and there are
subregional plans for even more growth. However, the university's transfonnations since
being chartered in 1969 are beginning to highlight some of the limitations of the physical
plant's original design.
GSU students are heavily reliant on safe and efficient transportation. While the
surrounding communities enjoy very good to excellent transportation facilities, the
University's immediate transportation network seems to have been hindered by design
limitations, topography and jurisdictional fragmentation. Along with current growth
trends, these factors point towards a diminished attractiveness for GSU's future if the level
and quality of local transportation facilities are not improved.
The intent of this study is to undertake a thorough assessment of the original site
development plan with a tbcus on current and future implications of plan elements which
should be continued, modified or abandoned. The prevailing conditions affecting the
University's immediate transportation facilities are investigated. Data collection is focused
on the spatial distribution of trip origins and system capacity at campus points of entry.
Baseline service levels are established and plan alternatives are developed.
Finally, a workable plan for enhancing the GSU community's transportation and mobility
options; beneficial growth potential; and physical integration of the University with its
neighbors is presented.

-19-
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THE EFFECTS OF NEGATIVE POLITICAL ADVERTISING
~

Maura Kownacki

i.

Media Communications, College of Arts and Sciences
ABSTRACT
In recent years the subject of negative political ad~ertising ~as become ~~re
prominent in the news and in various research s~?1es. T~~ 1mpact of pohtical
advertising has been heightened through the creat1v1ty of pohtical consultants and
through the power of the media.
The purpose of this graduate research project was to examine the role of negative
political advertising and its impact upon the media, voters and in the outcome of
elections. In addition, this research project addressed several other issues
pertinent to negative political advertising.
It was hypothesized that negative appeals are more noticed than positive appeals
because negative advertisements are perceived as less expected, more extreme and
more informative than comparable positive advertisements.
Negative
advertisements also play a role in voter apathy and oftentimes discourage voter
turnout. Further, these negative advertisements were hypothesized to be effective
tools in political campaigns when used prudently.

Two main research strategies were employed in this project. The first strategy
employed was content analysis. Private and public documents were studied in
order to determine the effects of negative political advertising. Secondary
analysis was also used while examining already completed research studies.
A survey was also conducted in order to understand more fully the public's
opinions regarding negative political advertising.
The combination of these types of research yielded sufficient data in order to
study this subject and provided both quantitative and qualitative data.

P'il'lil

Research results reinforced the fact that negativt. appeals are more noticed than
positive appeals because they are less expected and more extreme. It was also
proven that negative political advertisements are effective tools when used
prudently.

I
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OBJECT-ORIENTED CONCEPTUAL MODELING, ANALYSIS, AND DESIGN:
ON-LINE HOME BANKING OPTION
Beth Follenweider, Manuela Wei, and Soon-Ok Park
Computer Science
College of Arts and Sciences
Governors State University

ABSTRACT

This paper presents conceptual modeling techniques by providing graphical
representations in a high-level of abstraction in order to deal with the complexity of
static structures and behavior of objects. This paper illustrates these modeling techniques
as they apply to the analysis and design of an On-line Home Banking system.
During the analysis phase, we identify the static structure of object classes. We generate
object relationship diagrams to represent the static structures of the objects, and event
diagrams and state transition diagrams to represent the behavior of the object.
By employing inheritance with super and subclasses, we create highly reusable object
classes. Each subclass then inherits the attributes and methods of the super class. Any
subsequent levels of classes under the subclass would then inherit the attributes and
methods from the subclass and the superclass. Objects such as USERS have subclasses
such as customers, bank tellers, bank administration, personal bankers, information
systems employees, and personnel. Operations performed on and with the objects are
also divided into super and sub classes. The operation TRANSACTIONS is decomposed
into the following subclasses: Balance Inquiry, Transfer funds, Bill Pay, Apply for loans,
View Stock quotes, and Review Transactions.
We use a 'scale up' approach through our graphical representations so as to allow the
flexibility of a bottom up or top down view. Through the use of individual object classes,
the subsequent encapsulation, and polymorphics the system can be easily expanded as
new services and functions are identified. The descriptions, attributes, relationships, and
governing rules of the objects and their methods are all stored in a repository so as to
simplify integrating the objects into extendable and reusable enterprise systems.
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A DISCUSSION OF BETYE SAAR 1 S RITUALISTIC ALTAR, MTI.
Ruth Crnkovich
Art History, CAS/LIBA
ABSTRACT
Betye Saar•s sculpture, Mti, is in the form of a ritualistic altar with
many levels of esoteric meaning.

She expresses her beliefs, life ex-

periences and spirituality in this sculpture.

Mti is ritualistic not

only for its intended purpose, but also in it•s creation.

Understanding

the ritual and the symbolism in Mti are necessary to better appreciate
the artists intent.

~
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COMPUTER GENERATED MOTION GRAPIDCS PRESENTATION FOR USE IN
CREATIVE COMMUNICATION
Ten:y L. Mustoe. Catherine Lewis

Photography, CAS
J11ll'\

ABSTRACT

-~

Our background is in photography, but after overcoming a fear of computers we realize
what a gift technology had given us. The idea that were once only to be imaged can now be
created. A still image can be altered, video can add movement, and audio can set the mood.
Computer generated motion graphics has no boundaries. The program we are using is
called Adobe Premiere 4.2. The process involves using still images, video clips,
typography, and an audio sound track. These elements are then organized in a time
sequence. Adobe Premiere is user friendly, but just as with most programs without a
creative spirit, it's just another program. As graduate students we will be showing two
digital movies. The movies created by Catherine Lewis uses her own still images
assembled through a program called Adobe Photoshop, and video clips from movies. Terry
Mustoe used an 8 mm video camera to capture her movie footage, and then used still
images assembled through Adobe Photoshop. We both brought in audio from a previously
recorded CD.

I

j

~
I

I

I

As part of our presentation we also wanted to share still images that were created over the
past year. We both have chosen ten images. Catherine Lewis has ten images that were
created in Adobe Photoshop. She uses silhouettes in many of her images. Catherine
incorporates a strong sense of color of her backgrounds, while creating an ambiguity in her
relationship to the person represented. Terry Mustoe has eight images that were created in
Adobe Photoshop, and two images that were created in KPT Bryce. The KPT Bryce
images are landscapes. Bryce is a vector based program using a wire frame, the images
selected are then skinned onto a wire frame. As with Adobe Premiere and Adobe
Photoshop, the possibilities are limitless. Terry's images created in Adobe Photoshop deal
with pain, conflict, and searching. She uses broken glass in many of her images and
hands. Both Catherine and Terry have chosen to show the still images with the aid of
Adobe Premiere and an audio track.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN INTERAC'riVE AND NON-INSTRUCTOP MEDIATED
EDUCATIONAL INFOm1ATION DELIVERY SYSTEMS:
WITH CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING THEIR APPLICATIONS
METHODOLOGY VS. TECHNOLOGY: IS THERE REALLY A CONFLICT?
- Clement A. Lessner III
Media Communications, College of Arts & Sciences

ABSTRACT:

1
I

Questions of the absolute educational advantages versus
cost effectiveness seems always to be at the heart of
any discussions of new technology in an educational
setting. Educational institutions generally try to
make use of new technologies as they are developed,
subject to their ability to afford the infrastructure
and cope with the learning curve needed to use it.
But new communications technologies are being developed
at such a rapid pace that few educators can be sure of
which capabilities they possess, let alone have the
ability to evaluate their effectiveness.

,,_

This article pulls together several educational
concepts, beginning with a discussions on the inherent
value of new technologies as educational tools versus
organization of material presentation as the ultimate
arbiter of educational effectiveness. It continues by
outlining a number of studies that examine classroom
presentation modes (and their technological
underpinnings), and ties the communications revolution
of the Internet to the future of Distance Education.
The author concludes that, while the technology level
of the delivery medium is rarely the determining
factor, it can be critical to the most effective (if
not most efficient) delivery of educational material.

~

I
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SAFETY BELTS: PRIVATELY A LAW, PUBLICLY IGNORED?
WHY AREN'T SEAT BELTS MANDATORY IN SCHOOL BUSES?
Deborah D. Michalski

Social Science Major, College of Arts & Sciences
ABSTRACT

fit

The debate over whether large, Type I (GVW> I 0,000#) school buses
should have seat belts installed or not, has been going on for decades. The
seat belt is a technological device that has proven to be life saving in
accidents. That is why state law mandates their use. Why then is it, that
large school busses, that cany 50-70 passengers each, are not required to
have seat belts? Yet, every school day, children ride on Type I school buses
and the only one "buckled up" is the driver. The value at stake here is safety.

!

Child safety is the basis of the federal research concerning the school
bus/seat belt issue. It is a major concern of states, and a major responsibility
of parents/guardians. The inconsistencies concerning this controversial issue
are addressed.
My analysis reviews existing data, examines the results of original data
I collected, and is concerned throughout with the exploration of values and
functions, as they influence decisions that are made with regard to this
emotional issue. The American values being challenged are safety, freedom,
justice, fairness, consistency , and success. The dichotomy of public and
private life, basically puts corporations against grassroots organizations; the
functions of accumulation and legitimization are evident. The salient result,
of my original data collected: Society is willing to invest in the safety of
children. This important outcome must be a significant factor when
considering the cost effectiveness of this necessary social change.
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AN EXAMINATION OF CHICAGO'S EMPOWERMENT ZONE
Brian McGinnis
MPA
Abstract
Historically, greater citizen participation in government was
born in the 1960's and with it came the Model Cities Program.
The Reagan and Bush administrations tried different approaches
only to be rebuffed in congress. In 1993, President Clinton
signed the Omnibus Reconciliation Act that contained a rider
for federal empowerment zones and enterprise communities.
In early 1994, a national competition was held for the
nomination of six urban empowerment zones and up to sixty-five
enterprise zones. This five month empowerment zone competition
would command a prize worth $100 million.
This is Chicago's story.
First, this is about a nationwide competition. state and local
governments diligently working together with citizen groups
and business leaders for a common goal - $100 million dollars.
Forget about the divisions of people and politics. This was a
unification of forces, second to none.

!

Second, this is about Chicago's Strategic Plan and Designated
Clusters. Government officials, citizens and business leaders
pushing through exhaustion for a triumphant nomination.
Third, this is about the decay of that unification.
The
gradual decline of those forces due to timelines, structures,
and issues.
What was once a powerful army, then became a
group of individual but equally powerful battalions.
Fourth, can it work? can these forces set aside their
differences and triumph once again - for the sake of the
citizens of these poverty-ridden areas?
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APPROACHING HOMELESSNESS AS A CIVIL RIGHTS PROBLEM
FRANK T. SCRUGGS
POLITICAL STUDIES
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this research is to explore the possibility that the condition of U.S.Citizens living
in homelessness constitute a violation of their civil rights. This violation is one of defacto
discrimination since the body of case law and public law does offer protection to U.S. Citizens
from disenfranchisement and does assure the availability of access to redistributive public
assistance.
The state that passes ordinances,operating procedures, or policy contrary to those protections
afforded to the homeless to assure their relief from this condition is indeed in violation of their
civil rights.
Denying the right to vote or even to register to vote, denial of Social Security benefits, AFDC,
or any other redistributed public assistance on account of a lack of identification, address or
failure to secure an appointment is against the law (as supported by case law and legislative law,
specifically ,in the case of
Lolce v. Rlinois Department of Public Aid, No. 79 Ch. 3434 (Rlinois, Cook County Circuit
Coult, July 10, 1979),the issue of lack of address and lack of identification as barriers to public
assistance were addressed in favor of the client.
Removing children from parents on account of homelessness is also a civil rights violation
because in other cases the U.S. Supreme Court has citizens we are to remain vigilant in order
to protect the constitutional guarantees afforded to us by the framers of the Constitution of
United States of America.
The intention of this study is to explore how the condition of homelessness violates a person's
civil rights, what evidence is their of civil rights violation, and what remedies are offered and/or
should be offered to correct this situation involving the violation of civil rights.
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INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY IN ROCK MUSIC: BRIAN JONES
THE ROLLING STONES

AND

Scott E. Lipinski
Social Science Major, College of Arts and Sciences

Perhaps the greatest rock'n'roll band of all time is the Rolling
Stones. From the very beginning, they were a threat to the establishment. They broke all the rules. In essence, they epitomised what the
sixties

~ere

all about. Their hair was long, their image rough, and

their demeanor reckless. At the center of all this was Brian Jones.
He was the beautiful Stone, and the one who was gifted the most
musically. From the start, he was the one the girls screamed for, not
Hick Jagger. In the Jagger-Richard compositions, Brian broke all of
the rules, musically.
However, through a power struggle within the band, and the fact that
he has no compositions accredited to him, Brian Jones seems to have
been forgotten. He should not be. He was the one who formed the band,
and pushed for its success in the early years. Where Brian led, the
other Stones limped behind. Enter Andrew Oldham, the Stones' manager
and producer. He was the one who suggested that Jagger and Richard
start writing songs together. Once they write "Satisfaction", a number
one hit, Brian is left out on a limb. From that point he is ostracized,

r

and his songs are ignored. But in these compositions, Brian's musical

!····

capabilities shined, and he should have received many a songwriting
credit. He was a true musicologist, for Brian there should be no
limitations.
Still after Brian's departure from the band, and his subsequent death,
the Stones rolled on. They continue their innovation in music, and
. have been very successful without him. The

Jag~er

and Richard duo

has produced plenty of hits. However, the Stones were never the same
without Brian Jones. It is to him this research project was undertaken.

r-i

May this be justice to Brian Jones.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO POWER DATA
THE ULTIMATE MARTIAL ARTS DATABASE

Benjamin J. Peacock. Speaker
Computer Science - Software Engineering

This presentation introduces Power Data a software package used to operate and
document martial art schools enrollment procedures and student activities. Power Data
was designed to run parallel with Paradox 4.0 database by Borland Corporation. This
package reduces the amount of extra curricular work an owner or staff member has to do
to enroll a student and resume their duties of instructional training. Most companies in
this down sizing era are finding it difficult to keep up with demands as their isn't enough
staff to handle the demands and services clients and customers require. Power Data is a
stab at addressing this issue as most martial arts academies are ran with minimum
personnel.
Duties that Power Data addresses are:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Contracts and automatic pricing based on customers income or qualification
Inquiries, mailing and advertising
Attendance and student evaluation reports
Collections and delinquency notices
Student lookup features for fast retrievals
Customer lookup features for fast emergency or information retrievals
Graphics access for certificates and promotion certifications
Customer payments and statements
Student testing reports and evaluation reporting
Query feature for data mixing

Power Data decreases the time staff members would normally use to complete most of
the above tasks and more.

It would be preferred that Power Data be on line during the presentation as this would
clarify demonstrate the power of Power Data. Power Data requires about 15 mb of
computer space to be presented properly. Other over head samples are also available for
examination and review.
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PHOTOOXYGENATION INDUCED PROTEIN CROSS-LINKING
Walter A. Henne, Shailendra Kumar
Biology, CAS
ABSTRACT

Oxidation of eye lens protein in the presence of light causes crosslinking and aggregation of
protein, which, in tum, are responsible for most type of cataracts. In the literature,
crosslinking in proteins is mainly attributed to covalent disulfide bonds fonned by the
combination of two cysteine moieties. However, other amino acids, particularly,
methionine, tryptophan, histidine, tyrosine, and phenylalanine are also susceptible toward
photooxidation, and are oxidized to a large number of photooxidation products. The
products of these "active" amino acids contain far more organic functionalities than their
precursors. It is likely that several types of non-disulfide covalent bonds may fonn during
protein crosslink.ing by further reactions of photooxidation products and intennediates of
these amino acids. Even though most researchers believe that non-disulfide linkages are
present in the protein aggregates, no concrete evidence for such linkages has been reported.
The failure to identify these linkages is due to the complexities associated with the proteins.
We have been investigating the non-disulfide covalent linkages in protein by model studies.
We have synthesized peptide resembling derivatives of the "active" amino acids in which
amino and carboxylic acid groups have been derivatized to amide groups. Photooxidation
of one such derivative, N-acetyltryptophan ethyl amide, produced its dimer among other
photooxidation products. In the present work, we are investigating two alterations in the
bovine eye lens protiens caused by photooxidation, namely, I) reduction in the tryptophan
fluorescence of proteins, and 2) protein aggregation. Spectrofluorometric and
electrophoresis techniques,respectively, are being used for these studies.
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IMAGES OF WOMEN IN ADVERTISING
Uma Panditi
M.A. in Communication, College of Arts and Sciences, Governor State University.

ABSTRACT
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In this study we report on the images portrayed of women in advertising over a period of
time, in newspapers, magazines and television advertising. Traditionally, the role of women
in our society has primarily centered on nurturing and family. In the seventies and eighties
the increase in the proportion of women working outside their homes grew dramatically.
Concurrently, women were evaluating their roles in society. Many women besides caring
for families began striving for independence, equality, and success. Advertisers have failed
to keep pace, the images of women in media, with the advances of women in society. There
was much study done in the seventies and eighties but during the nineties there was a
significant decline in the research. Research on women in print advertisements has shown
that pictures of women's bodies and body parts appear more often than pictures of men s
bodies. This study reports on women's role portrayals in magazine advertisements showed
that women's place is no longer in the house, they do make important decisions and do
important things. Television commercials have served to reinforce conventional sex roles
and stereotype images. In the study we report that traditional images and the "supeiWomen"
image is not favored as much, since it is unrealistic and places high expectations on women.
The "egalitarian" image with shared housework is preferred and as it is a superior image and
is something to aspire for in the future.
1
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HOW DOES A UNIVERSITY BUSINESS AND FINANCE DMSION
MAINTAIN THE SAME LEVEL OF PRODUCTIVITY
WHILE ENGAGING IN REENGINEERING?

Connie D. Walsh
Master of Public Administration
College of Business and Public Administration

ABSTRACT

Many educational institutions are reevaluating their organizations and focusing
on desired outcomes rather than specific tasks through a business process called
reengineering. Reengineering is looking at the way business processes are
currently being performed and looking for ways to do things more efficiently
and effectively. Reengineering means asking basic questions. Why are processes
done the way they are done? Why are these processes done? Should some
processes be discontinued? Should other processes be started?
As the way of doing business changes, so do the jobs of the people doing that

business. Employees' roles, responsibilities and skill needs change as do the
ways in which employees think and behave about their jobs. During this time of
change, there follows a period of adjustment by employees. The focus of this
research is on examining how tasks, assignments, projects and other routine
.business processes are accomplished at the same level of productivity as before
the start of the reengineering process.
Unique challenges face reengineering in public administration. Answering how
well an organization in public administration is achieving its mission takes one
into dimensions of effectiveness and quality, where quantification is very
difficult.

,.,

The research presented is much more than the examination of a business process.
This is about people in the midst of change and how they react in response to a
multitude of emotions and feelings. An in-depth look at the concept of
productivity, combined with a case study analysis, provides valuable insight into
the process of reengineering.
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ATTITUDES TOWARD AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AMONG BLACKS
Sharon L. Dunn
Political and Justice Studies, College of Arts and Sciences
ABSTRACT
This study analyzes the attitudes of Blacks about affirmative action
programs and policies and attempts to draw inferences about the likely
degree of political conservatism based on those attitudes. It also examines
the extent to which socioeconomic status may be related to the level of
politically conservative thought among Blacks.
One hundred sixty-five (165) Blacks participated and completed a
survey instrument indicating the degree to which they agree or disagree
with thirty-one statements which represent some commonly held
conservative and liberal notions of affirmative action. Inferences
regarding liberal or conservative tendencies among middle class blacks in
general were drawn based on answers to the questions. Study
participants were also asked about their income levels. Answers
regarding some of the more controversial notions about affirmative action
were cross-tabulated with answers about income levels and further
inferences were drawn based on income levels.
Responses of participants did not reflect overall conservative views
toward affirmative action. In particular, blacks earning higher incomes
were not especially more conservative than those with lower income
levels. Where there was either agreement or disagreement there was
almost an even division between high wage earners and low wage earners,
however, there were no answers which were heavily skewed by income.
This study was unable to demonstrate a significant difference in
attitude about affirmative action between blacks who earn less than
$30,000 annually and those who earn more.
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BYZANTINE ICONS- THE STORY OF THE HOLY VIRGIN, MARY
William Kazak
Art History, College of Arts and Sciences
ABSTRACT

When viewing icon images such as masaics and paintings, the viewer is usually unable to
know the entire story. Frequently, icons become separated from their companion images.

,.
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Mosaics have, historically, been removed from churches, altered, lost and destroyed.
Portable icons have been taken from their original church settings; hidden in monasteries,
private collections or placed in museums.
Today, the icons that we find in books barely give enough information to satisfy our
curiosity. The photographs that we see in books, often do not depict the entire icon
image, nor do they ever tell the entire story. Closeups, or "detailed" views of only a
portion of an icon distort our perceptions, leaving us to wonder about the "larger picture".
The Byzantine icons of the Holy Virgin, Mary are among the oldest in existence. These
icons can be categorized; early influences, place of origin, original artist, benefactor,
thematic content, color, type of medium, size, purpose and place of original use.
The question arises, "are there thematic and stylistic structures in place that form the
foundation and underlay the historical icons of the Holy Virgin, Mary"?
I will identify the major themes which have emerged and encompass the entire spectrum
of the Byzantine Madonna icons. This categorization will give the viewer the necessary
knowledge to understand the complete story of these icons, even if viewing them for the
first time or in an incomplete set.
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